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S.B.A. Names Kevin O'Neill
Professor Of The Year
By: Kelly M. Jackson
Staff Writer
The envelope please .
and the award goes to . .. Professor Kevin Francis O'Neill for his
performance as "Professor of the
Year! "
Fortunately, the spotlight
and the applause have not spoiled
Cleveland-Marshall's rising star.
He graciously granted me an interview without hesitation because
that's the kind of guy he is. It came
as no surprise to me that he is a
graduate of Cleveland Heights
High School, the school which produces only the greatest human beings on earth! He received a B.A.
in Film from San Francisco State
Uni versity in 1977. Unable to fin d
meaningful film work, he managed
to do some no n-union work in Los
Angeles. Meanwhile, Professor
O'Neill conducted tours at Universal Studi os and wrote film criticisms until his big break came when
he was given a small part in a science fic tion movie call ed "Foes."
(Profess or O ' Neill is the one way
in the background with his back to
the camera turning dials and push-

ing buttons , dressed in a pseudomilitary uniform with an orange
face!) In 1980, he went to work
for the Los Angeles Herald Examiner, writing a bi-weekly column on
consumer affairs, but even then , the
law beckoned. Having the desire
to cover the courtrooms as a journalist, but being refused because of
a lack of a legal education, Professor O ' Neill decided to go to law
school. Armed with a law degree,
he intended to go back into journalism to cover the kinds of news
that truly interested him, namely
notable trials, cases dealing with
constitutional issues. He enrolled
at the "school down the street", but
somewhere along the way, he abandoned hi s plans to return to journal· and deci ed to ee where the
law would take him. He recei ved
his J.D. in 1984 and upon graduation , accepted an associate 's position with the law firm of Smith &
Schnacke (which eventu all y became Thompson, Hine & Fl ory).
From there he went on to accept
the position of Associate with Arter
& Hadden. Finally in May of 1991,

See O'Neill page 10

Pregnant Irish Nationalist
Deteriorates In
British Prison
By: Kevin Michael Mooney
Staff Writer

would put U.S . News' placement
information in line with that of the
ABA. According to Mr. Elfin of
U.S . News , the result is that this
year's ranking will use "the data
from the class that graduated approximately 1-1/2 years prior to
the survey period--in this case the
1995 graduating class. We expect
the data to be virtually the same
as you reported to us· in early
1996." In other words, a mirror
image of last year's data.
While this change in data
collection procedures may be
helpful to U.S. News, it has produced a carbon copy of last year's
rankings, except that this year
U.S. News rankings reverted back
to the four-tier system previously
used.
Rena Lubell of the OCP

and interrogated for six days without formal charges, as is frequently
the case in the oppressive "legal"
mechanism of Northern Ireland.
She was pregnant but four months,
and suffering a plethora of illnesses,
including chronic asthma, and a debilitating eating disorder, and she
is severely underweight. The au- .
thorities have refused her adequate
medical attention for her ailments
and have denied her proper prenatal care.
As a Category A prisoner,
Roisin is considered a high security risk under the Emergency Laws
of orthern Ireland . She is continually strip-searched throughou t the
day, including body cavity searches,
e ven tho ugh she is res tricted to
"closed" visitation , where by it is
impossible for Roisin to have any
phys ical contact with her visitors.
Such inhumane, cruel and demeaning treatment has been a catalyst
for an international outcry against
the Briti sh government by the Irish
government, the people of Ireland,
Iri sh American humanitarian societies and groups such as the Center for the Administration of Justice and Amnesty International.
Worldwide protests have
led the authorities to transfer Roisin
from a men 's prison to Holloway
pri son, but her condition is still
worsening. Her detention , and the
conditions in which she has been
made to suffer, have eroded her
physical health and have strained
her emotionally. Each day that she
gets closer to giving life seems to
be one step closer also to the grave.
Furthermore, if Roisin gives birth
to a living child, there has been
speculation that she may be
stripped of her baby, depending on
whether the Holloway baby/mother
unit is occupied by another woman
and child when Roisin gives birth.
Amnesty International has
taken the fight to the British government. Our help is needed as
well. All students who are interested in the battle for human rights,

See U.S. News page 9

See Irish Nationalist page 2

The clock is ticking for
Roisin McAliskey. Daughter of
longtime Irish nationalist-political
activist, Bernadette Devlin, and
pregnant now eight months, she lingers in bad health under
degradating conditions in
Holloway prison, London. Roisin
was arrested in Belfast on 20 Nov.
1996 on suspicions that she was
involved in an IRA mortar attack
on the British barracks in
Osnabruck, Germany.
The evidence leading to her
arrest rests solel y on the foll owing:
she.is Iri h, was in Germany when
the attack occurred, and that she is
the daughter of Bernadette Devlin ,
who has continu all y stood up to
and embarrassed the British authoriti es s ince her election to
Westminster in 1968. Rois in awaits
possible extradition to Germany for
her alleged involvement in the IRA
attack.
Roisin was initially detained

U.S. NEWS' LAW SCHOOL RANKINGS:
FLAWED FACT OR FARCE?
By: Andy Nichol
Staff Editor
Well , once again the time
ha s come for U.S. News and
World Report to publish their
yearly rankings of the top 174
ABA-approved law schools.
M any argue the merits of such a
ranking system , but undoubtedly
there are prospective students
who use this information in choosing a law school.
Unfortunately, for the second year in a row C-M has ranked
in the bottom tier. Why? Most notably, the ranking showed job
placement (9 months after graduation) at only 53 percent. But,
considering all of the forward
progress being made both administratively and structurally at the
law school, one begins to wonder
what is wrong.

A closer look at the methodology will begin to reveal some
interesting conclusions.
Our arrival into the lowest
tier came last year. The drop from
a previously higher rank was predicated, at least partially, on the low
ranking in the employment placement category mentioned earlier.
This was due mainly to a low survey response rate from 1995 graduates . Even though hopes were high
that C-M's ranking would rebound
this year, it did not happen . Which
begs the question , why?
A document provided by
the Office of Career Planning may
shed some insight. In a letter from
U .S. News dated October 22,
1996, Editor Mel Elfin wrote that
there would be a change in the data
used in the placement section of the
law school rankings. The change
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ALUMNI ADVICE
''Criminal Defense ·Attorneys
Face Multiple Challenges ... ''

By: Robert G. Walton '80, Criminal Defense Attorney
The practice of cri mi na l
defense offers many rewards not
usually associated with our profession. The greatest of these rewards
is the chance to protect the liberties of other people.
In the hustle to make stronger sentenci ng laws, bu ild more
pri so ns, and limit the ri ghts of
criminal defendants, it is easy to
forget that inn ocent people are
charged wi.th crimes . In such cases,
a person 's freedom , fa m ily and
reputation can quickly be destroyed
in the absence of vigorous and
committed representation .
U ndeniably, the re are instances of governmental abuses of
power and di scretion which are directed toward innocent and guilty
defe ndants. Criminal defense lawyers serve as a buffer in a system
which is heavily weighted in favor
of the government. Strong advocacy helps to level the pl ay ing field
a nd protect the liberty o f th e
wrongfull y accused.
Innocent people who are
crimin ally prosecuted feel no less
fear and isolation than the guilty.
The presumption of innocence has
become politicall y incorrect and
lends little solace to defendants.
Lawyers who are zealous in their
advocacy provide their clients with
the hope and comfort they need and

can' t get any where else.
Defen se lawyers are often
asked how they can justify representing people whom they kn ow
are guilty of committing a crime.
The guilty are just as deserving of
compete nt representation as the
innocent. Unless there are enough
defense lawyers will ing to provide
their best skill s and efforts to defe nd the unpopul ar peopl e and

Robert G. Walton resides
in University Heights, Ohio, with
his wife Anne and their three children . Son Tom attends St.
Ignatius High School and daughters Anne and Claire are students
at Gesu School.
B ob grad u ate d fro m
Cleveland-Marshall College of
Law in 1980. He graduated Cum
Laude with a Bachelor of Arts
degree from Cleveland State University in 1977.
Bob is an attorney who
has been engaged in private practice since 1983 . Hi s office is located at Shaker Square. The pri mary foc us of his practice is
criminal defense with an emphasis in the area of "DUI" representation. Bob was the chairman
of a Conti nui ng Legal Education
Seminar conducted by the Cleveland-Marshall Law School earlier
this year and also serves as an
Acti ng Ju dge in the Shaker
Heights M unicipal Court. M r.
Walton is general counsel to several small businesses in Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
Bob is also involved in
coaching various sports teams,
includi ng a little league baseball
team and a CYO basketball tea m
at Gesu.
causes, the criminal justice system
will become too one sided to protect any person again st the improper exercise of governmental
power.
Good peopl e sometimes
comm it c~im in al acts. The argument that they should be punished
if they are convicted. should be no
m_ore fo rceful than the argument
that their rights should be protected

Irish Nationalist
deteriorates in Prison
continued from page 1
whether Irish American or not, send
an appeal for human dignity to the
authorities hereinafter included, demanding that 1) Roisin be given full
medical attention fo r her ailments
and her fetus, 2) strip searches and
cruel treatment end immediately, 3)
she will not be severed fro m her
baby, 4) above and beyond the
aforementioned, that she be given
bail as she has been detained for
m o nth s now wit h out formal
charges.
Do we allow the Oppressor, whether in the Un ited States
or across the world over, to get
away with political cruelty and injustice, merely because the power
it wields contin ues to go unquestioned ? It is time to stand up to the
Oppressor. If we do not take any
action , then the Roisin McAliskeys
of the world, representing all causes
and races, will be si lenced forever.
Contact: Amnesty International, In t'l
Secretariat, 1 Easton Street, London
WC l X 8DJ, United Kingdom ; Secreta r y of State, Michael Howard M P. the
Home Office, 50 Queen Anne's Ga te,
London SWlH 9AT, United Ki ngdom ;
Center for the Adm inistra tion of Justice, 45/47 Donegan Street, Belfast BTI
2FG.

by defe nse counsel. Loosely citing
Thomas Jefferson, "Eternal vigi lance is the price of liberty."
The p rac tice of crimin al
defense provides lawyers with the
opportunity to help people face and
overcome difficu lt situ ations. The
blend of creati vity, communication
skill s and advoc acy inhe rent in
criminal defense should be appealing to any aspiring trial lawyer.

Poverty Sucks!
Buy a really cciol 100 year T-shirt for only $12.00 and help the poor. No one chooses to
be poor. Yet there are 209,200 people (42% of the population) living in poverty within the
city limits of Cleveland·. Every penny of profit from this project will be used to finance
pro bona projects by students of Cleveland-Marshall Law.

Q

Yes, I want to celebrate C-M's TOOth birthday and promote "pro bono" work among the students.

$

Make Checks payable to:
CM LAA (Pro bona project)
Return Order form to:
Cleveland-Marshall Law
Lecturer Bev Pyle
1801 Euclid Ave., LB44
Cleveland, Ohio 44115-2223

Please type or print clearly.

Size
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

Quantity

x
x
x
x
x

Per Shirt Price
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$13.50
$15.00

Subtotal

.,;

"'
~

..

~

~

Total Price .....................................................................J ....................... ~

Daytime P h o n e - - - - - - - - -

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..::.S.:::ui~te;___ _ __
Cicy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..::.S~ta~te:___ _ _ _ _Z.::;i"----,---~
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·Curriculum Coffimittee
Considers Pass/Fail Option
By: Jihad Smaili
Staff Editor
In reaction to some of the
changes that have been instituted
regarding the tested subject matter
on the Ohio bar examination, the
Curriculum Committee has been
under a continuing charge to alleviate any potential adverse affects
which may surface at ClevelandMarshall. The most pressing issue
ar the hands of the Curriculum
Committee revolves around
whether a pass/fail option should
be instituted.
By the February 1995 bar
examination, Tax and Administrative Law were dropped from the
essay portion of the Ohio bar examination . As a direct result of the
new amendments, enrollment in
Tax I and Administrative Law has
significantly declined at ClevelandMarshal l. For example, in the
Spring semester of 1994, a total of
170 students completed Tax I, night
and day students combined, as
compared to only 53 currently registered students loday. Moreover,
only 23 students signed-up for Administrative Law Spring semester
1995, as compared to 50 students
in the Spring semester of 1994.
The main issue before the
Curriculum Committee is whether
Cleveland-Marshall should implement a pass/fail option in order to
increase student enrollment in Tax
I and Administrative Law. People
in favor of the pass/fail option argue that they should have the option in choosing whether they want
to take Tax I or Administrative Law
as a pass/fail-class because those
courses are notoriously difficult
and, since they are not tested on
the bar, students cannot afford to
spend too much time studying and
preparing for them . The only way
to lessen the student's fear of taking a difficult course, such as Tax
I, when it is not tested on the bar
examination, they argue, is for the
school to give the students the incentive of the pass/fail option. After all, they go on to argue, grade
point averages and bar examination
scores are what really counts.
The arguments in opposition to the pass/fall idea revolve
around the belief that pass/fail
classes only encourage students to ·
do the bare minimum that is required for them to achieve a "pass"
in the class.
Another option which has
been brought to the attention of the

Curriculum Committee includes a
unilateral move by ClevelandMarshall to again require Tax I and
Administrative Law as part of the
core curriculum.
Whatever route the Curriculum Committee decides to take
'
one thing remains clear: notwithstanding bar examination requirements, Tax I and Administrative
Law are two of the most important law school courses that are
offered at Cleveland-Marshall.
Students should not use the bartested areas as a rigid plan in choosing courses. To the contrary, students should choose their law
school courses based on the importance of the course to their attainment of a well-rounded legal education, and more specifically, based
on any personal interests he or she
may harbor. With no doubt, Tax I
and Administrative Law are extremely important courses and
should not be passed up by students
simply because they are not tested
on the bar examination.
There are many areas that
are not tested on the bar exam
which could only be seen as important by a lot of attorneys, including
oral advocacy, immigration, common sense, etc. Tax I and Administrative Law are two of those areas. If you do not take at least one
of those two classes, under pass/
fail or standardized grading·circumstances, your legal education will
undoubtedly be incomplete.
The importance of a class
in tax to any attorney cannot be discounted. As Americans, taxes
touch all aspects of our lives; if we
like it or not. And as lawyers, taxes
and their origin will play bigger
roles in our future. For example,
do you realize that punitive damage awards are taxed in some
states? If cpntracts, torts or property, just to name a few, interest
you, then your ability to maneuver
yourself through tax statutes becomes increasingly important.
As it stands, the following
courses are the only ones offered
at Cleveland-Marshall under a pass/
fail option: Independent Externship
Law 805, Law Review 810, Law
Review Editor 811 , Journal of Law
and Health 813, Journal of Law and
Health Editor 814, Judicial
Externship 815, University Hospitals Externship 816, Federal Public De:fender Externship Law 880, .
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Editorial

The -E rosion of Trust and the
Origin of Decay
While most people are able to in- the professions the "deli very of
stinctively differentiate right from commodities" the same public that
wrong, the ability diminishes when reproaches for unprofessional conself-interest dominates. The con- duct and withdraws its trust?
Trust is a basic human need .
flict of interest, a much featured
Maslow
taught that trust is the first
dilemma in real life, has been both
a challenge and a downfall espe- value to be learned if a human being is to achieve self-actualization.
cially for the professional.
Professionalism involves both
While every professional must
uphold the public trust vested in trust learned and earned. How can
him or her, the public has become the professional earn that trust as
both increasingly more dissatisfied he struggles between being a counand more demanding. Consider the selor and being his client's "hired
number of disciplinary actions ini- gun?", as healer and not just mere
tiated against lawyers and physi- health care "provider?" Chief Juscians . A popular magazine has tice William H. Rehnquist, in his
ranked lawyers with car salesmen speech last year before Catholic
as "most distrusted" persons. A University law students characternational survey showed that thou- ized the trust between client and
sands of unnecessary surgeries have lawyer as "diminishing." He obbeen performed on patients, mostly served that "the profit margin
women . And yet we saw a Special seems to be writ large in a way that
Prosecutor who finally succumbed it was not in the past."
As human beings, we hold a speto social and political pressure after he accepted a deanship in a cial contempt for crimes commitmajor university by Malibu Beach. ted where trust has been betrayed,
So much for "zealous" and "com- as in treason and genocide. For the
petent" representation. How about professional , holding the self-interscientists who fake their experi- est at bay is a great challenge. Othmental research findings for fund- erwise, with the erosion of public
ing and prestige? The question is: trust, we can catch a glimpse of our
Does the public which demands of national decay.

Evelyn L. Moya
Law schools accross the
United States Attorney Externship
nation
offer
the pass/fail option to
882.
Furthermore, students can their students. However, there are
currently a9dit classes at the law usually limits as to when and how
school. The process includes hav- often a student can utilize the oping to indicate at time of registra- tion. Also, other schools do not
give their students the option of
tion your wish to audit a course.
However, a student who changing their grades back to a letdecides to audit a course is still ter-grade after they find that they
expected to pay the full tuition . had performed exceptionally well
Also, the hours are not included in in the class.
The most interesting data
the number of hours attempted or
reveals
that students who decide to
the number of hours earned on the
take a class pass/fail usually· perstudent's transcript.
form
exceptionally well in the class.
Unfortunately, only a few
It is with no doubt that a
number of students each year inpass/fail
class relieves some of the
quire about the audit process, and
close to none participate in it. Stu- anxieties inherent in law school
dents should note that they may be ,courses. However, the other side
eligible to get the hours free if they of the coin, dealing with the lackafall within the 13-16 hour range daisical atmosphere of the course
due to the lack of competitiveness
which has a flat rate.
The members of the current which is an integral component of
Curriculum Committee include the grades, has to also be examined.
Currently, the Curriculum
following faculty members: Beggs,
Dougherty, Flaherty, Lazarus . Committee has submitted a proMembers representing the student posal to the faculty for their apbody include the following: Smaili proval. The results and detail s are
and Huff. Ex-Officio Members in- still pending.
The bottom line remains
clude Malmquist and Becker.
Guests of the committee are Ben- clear: Tax and Administrative Law
courses are a basic component of
jamin and Lifter.
any legal education.
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Student Bar Association's
ANNUAL BARRISTER'S BALL
Sat., March 15, 1997
at the Great Lakes Science Center

Kevin O'Neill receiving Professor of the Year Award
from SBA President Michele Berencsi 2L.

Valarie Hollingsworth 3L, Kelly
Jackson 2L, and Teri Brown '96

Interim Dean ·Steven Steinglass

Financial Aid Assistant Administrator Jane Stiefvater,
Bob Stiefvater, and Financial Aid Administrator
Catherine Buzanski.

SBA Vice-President of Programming
Ronnie Huggins 2L, and Cuyahoga
County Prosecutor Stephanie TubbsJones

Heather Tonsing 2L, and Tony
Petruzzi3L

Tracy Wilson 3L, student guest, Darya Jeffreys 3L, and
Journal of Law & Health Editor-in-Chief Kate Ryan 3L
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Student Bar Association's
ANNUAL BARRISTER'S BALL
Sat., March 15, 1997
at the Great Lakes Science Center

Victoria Spencer and Richard
Portale 3L

The Honorable George W. White '55,
Chief Judge of the U.S. District Court
fo r the Northern District of Ohio and
Catherine Ma 3L

Laquita Wright '96, Tonya Eldemire 2L, Soyna Ogletree 2L,
Andrea Nelson 2L, and Kelly Jackson 2L

Steve Spira 2L, Law Alumni
Executive Director Mary
McKenna, and Greg Roche 2L

Michael McHargh and Andrea Nelson 2L

\~4 ~

)

Afshin Atab.aki 2L and guest

Jason Sussman 2L and Amy Kennedy 3L

Jihad Smali 2L and Mark
Wright 2L
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We are bere to serve ~ou.
~

·~

•

Phone:
Degree:

(216) 397-1326
Juris Doctor,
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law

JILLYN SMlTH -- TOLEDO
Pager: (800) 759-8888 pin# 1606754
Phone: (517) 694-0995Degree: Juris Doctor & Masters of Business Admin.
Un iversity of Detroit-Mercy

DEBORAH L MACK -- AKRON & ADA
(800) 759-8888 pin # 1600506
(216) 734-7685
Juris Doctor,
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law

ILANA S. EIDELBERG-- COLUMBUS & DAYTON
(800) 759-8888 pin# 1600488
(614) 457-0382
Juris Doctor,
The Ohio State College of Law

WestBar bas five AssistantDirectors
·serving ~our nee~s in obio. .

Pager:
Phone:
Degree:

(800) 759-8888 pin# 1606774
(513) 532-0576
Juris Doctor,
University of Toledo School of Law
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UPCOMING CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
April 2

OCP - "Attorneys at Work" - Learn how to use a
searchable database of employers throughout the
country! Find out who's hiring and their hiring
criteria. Guest speaker, Geddings Roche of
Attorneys at Work. 12 Noon, Room 208.

OCP - "Law Practice Management Skills for The
Solo/Small Practitioner" - Local attorneys will
speak to issues facing lawyers in small firm settings.
Anyone interested in building their own practice
should attend . 6 p.m., Moot Court Room.

April 3

OCP - "Government Information Fair" - In the
Atrium of the University of Akron School of Law.
Sign up at the Office of Career Planning.
Representatives from a variety of government
agencies and offices will be available to talk with
students regarding career opportunities in local,
state and federal government. 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

April 5

Westbar Review:
Contracts - I p.m. - 7 p.m., Room 11;
Agency, Partnership & Corps - 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.,
Room 12.

April 8

Professor William N. Eskridge, Jr. of The
Georgetown University School of Law speaks on

"The Case for Same Sex Marriage. "
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m., Moot Court Room.
April 9

Professor William N. Eskridge, Jr. is joined by
Patricia Logue of LAMBDA (Legal Defense and
Education Fund) for a discussion on "The Case for
Same Sex Marriage." 12 Noon - 2 p.m.,
Moot Court Room .

April 10

OCP - "Faculty Chat, Job Opportunities
Outside of Cleveland" - Professor David Snyder
will speak to students interested in finding jobs in
cities other than Cleveland. 5 p.m. - 6 p.m.,
Room 205.

, · ICE CREAM SOCIAL- Sponsored by S.B.A. and
Ohio Bar/Bri. 12 Noon - 2 p.m., Student Lounge.

April 12

Westbar Review:
Real Property - 1 p.m. - 7 p.m., Room 11;
Comm. Paper & Secured Transactions 1 p.m. - 7 p.m., Room 12.

April 17

OCP- "Health Care Law Career Forum" - If
you are interested in health care law then you must
attend this very informative program.
.5 p.m. - 6 p.m., Moot Court Room.

April 19

Westbar Review:
Torts - 1 p.m. - 7 p.m., Room 11;
Evidence - 1 p.m. - 7 p.m., Room 12.

April 2~

Westbar Review:
Civil Procedure - 1 p.m. - 7 p.m., Room 11; ·
Constitutional Law - 1 p.m. - 7 p.m., Roorri 12.

Attention Third-Year Students -Thursday's are for.You!!!
From 12 Noon - 1 p.m. stop in OCP with your lunch and join
them for a roundtable supp~rt group discussion. Refreshments
will be served. Please sign up in OCP.
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AGGRESSIVE RECRUITMENT BY
ADMISSIONS OFFICE RESULTS IN
FIRST-RATE ADMITS
By: Donna Andrew

been recently complicated by a
The efforts of the Office of downward trend in applications to
Admissions to fill the seats for the law schools, however. This is not a
entering class of 1997 are in full Cleveland-Marshall specific probswing. Cleveland-Marshall, with lem. There has been a downward
the full support of Interim Dean trend in applications to law schools
Steven Steinglass and with Assis- across the country. This has created
tant Dean of Admissions Peg a very interesting new twist in the
McNally at the helm, is making efforts of the Admissions Office to
every effort to make this , once fill seats in the C-M incoming class.
again, an outstanding entering Law schools are actually competclass. Cleveland-Marshall's omni- ing harder for fewer students.
The means of attracting
present goal of looking at what
students
to various law schools
each candidate can bring to school
is a time consuming and challeng- across the country are both active
ing process. But, it will most cer- and progressive. They include cretainly be worth it when those seats ative financial aid I?ackages, active
are filled and the first day of the person to person phone calls by law
school professors , Deans, and other
first semester arrives.
1997 is the year of this law admission staffers, and other speschool 's Centennial celebration. cific efforts by law schools .
What is C-M doing to meet
Couple such a strong history with
the opening of the school's new law these new challenges? Just ask one
library and it is easy to see why, of the busiest people at the law
along with a variety of other rea- school right now, Asst. Dean of
sons, students are applying from all Admissions Peg McNally. "Our reover the country for admission to cruitment program involves faculty,
Cleveland-Marshall. The school students, alumni, and staff. Tohas received applications from stu- gether we are offering prospective
dents in California, Hawaii, Utah, applicants the opportunity to learn
Korea, And Canada, just to name about C-M," said McNally. Among
the members of the staff working
a few.
So what is it that convinces toward C-M's goal is Catherine
the Admissions Office to award a Buzanski, who is helping to remove
candidate a position in the enter- financial obstacles from any
ing class. The first candidates of- candidate's path who chooses
fered admission are offered based Cleveland-Marshall. Dean Errol
upon their most basic credentials, Ashby and Sonya Winner meet with
the LSAT and grade point average. applicants and assist them in learnEvery year the school offers many ing about the opportunities availof the very best candidates admis- able at C-M. Stay tuned for the arrival of the 1997 enteri!1g class,
sion to Cleveland-Marshall.
This already tough process brought to you by the hardest
of admitting the top candidates, has · working Admissions staff in Ohio!

ALL STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN TAKING
THE OHIO BAR
On Tuesday April 29, 1997, Marcia Mengel,
Clerk of the Ohio Supreme Court, will visit C-M to
answer some of the most frequently asked questions
about the logistics of the bar exam. In addition, Bar
Examiner George Sadd will also attend and will be
able to speak directly to the grading of the exam.
Although this will be focused primarily on those students who are graduating and planning to take the
July, 1997 bar exam, other students are welcome to
attend. Ms. Mengel and Mr. Saad will speak at 12
- Noon and 5 p.m. in the Moot Court Room.
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Tutors Needed for
First and Second
Grade Cleveland
Public School
Students
By Beverly Pyle
Legal Writing Instructor
As a serv ice project of the L aw
Student Di vision of the American
Bar Association, th is year students
Ian Friedman , Jeff Platko , Joe
aponaro , M a del yn Hunter,
Catherine Ma and legal writing intructor Be erly Pyle have erved
a volunteer mentor in the HOSTS
program at Case Elementary
School. HOSTS stan ds for Help
One Student to Succeed. HOSTS
i a nationall y acclaimed mentoring
program in which vo lunteer tutors
v ork for fort minute a week on
a one-to-one ba i helping a fi rst
or econd grade tudent to learn to
read . Mr ·. Davi , the HOSTS. Coordin ator at Ca e Elementary, elect and prepares material for the
vo lun teers for each ses ion.
Case Elementary i a bright ,
cheerfu l elementary chooJ with a
ecure parkin g lot at the corner of
Superior and Ea t 40th treet. The
tu dent in the program attend
chool regularly and each week
eagerly awa it the arrival of their tu tors. While th e stude nt thrive on
the individual atte ntion, the vo lunteers experience deep satisfaction
watc hin g their tudent progre s.
So , if you would like a hort
break each week from the law
: chool and would like to help a
Cle eland tudent expe ri ence the
jo o f bein g able to read , call Mr .
Davi today at 361-4693 to become
a HOST volunteer mentor. There
is an on-gojng need for mentors and
many time lots ava ila ble from
Monday through Thur s d ay in
which to work .

Law Librarians Ask:
How Do Law Students
Use the World Wide Web?
By Mary Stance,
Catalog Librarian and
Mark Gooch, Government
Documents Librarian
Tec hn ology in the Law
L ibrary 's PC L ab or the mode m
on the laptop at home makes the
Internet avai lable to L aw Student . Using a World Wide Web
brow er allow the Internet to
become alive with graphic and
i fun to explore. For ome, the
Inte rnet i a ource of entertainment while for others it is a valuab le research too l. In the pa t
few years the Internet has improved the Law Library ' ability
to erve law tudent .
tudent are encouraged to
participate in the urvey being
co nducted to ho w the many
u e of the World Wide Web for
law tudent . Plea e fill the urvey out in the lib rary.
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Appoi11tme11ts Not Always Necessary
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat:
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

By Evelyn L. Moya
Staff Editor
Musicians have e nriched
the quality of life at C levelandMarshal l since they have responded
to the invitation fo r the Centennial
C oncert Series . Coordinated
through the efforts of Wendy Zohar
(Cl a '96), her elf a professional
iolini t, the Concert erie ha
brought live cla ical mu ic to the
otherwi e hurried , competitive and
stressed atmosp here at ClevelandM arsha lI. The Adm inistration has
been generou in its reception of
the mu ician from Cl eveland's
numerou mu ical art communities.
Typically, the program last
45 minute and cover the expanse
of baroque, cla sical and romantic
periods on ti:ing and wind in trumen t . The performances are
scheduled at 12 noon or 5 p.m . on
most Wednesdays.
The fo ll owing have performed at the Centennial Concert
Serie : December 4 1996- Gregor D aniel ( elli t nd Jod
Guinn (harpi t). The couple performed work by J .S . B ach , aint-

1818 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
(216) 861-6044

Saens, Villa Lobos, R avel and
Gershwin. T he concert was highligh ted by the incl usion of Christm as pieces. B oth musicians perform professionally with the O hio
Chamber Orchestra. An informal
urvey conducted on-the- pot
voted Saint-S aen ' The Swan and
Villa Lobo ' ong of the Bl ack
Swan a most enjoyable . .
February 1997- String Trio
composed of Mary Beth Ions (violin), Wendy Zohar (viola), and Kent
Colli e r (cello) performed a program of B ach , B eetho en ,
B occherini H aydn a nd Mozart.
M . Ion and Mr. Collier both pla
for the Ohio Chamber O rche tra.
The event was special ince Wendy
Zohar has once agai n gifted the
Coll ege with her ta lents. We nd y
played for ten year with th e Jerusalem Symphony before startin g law
school. Wendy pa sed the Ohio Bar
in July 1996.
Other performanc e are
h du! don Mar. 19 nd pr. 30,
the latter with two performance at
12 noon and 5 p.m .

Columbia Professor Sees
Pathology in Class Action Suits
By: Evelyn L. Moya
Staff Editor

Staff Writer

uUaJtrno's 9JaUtcutUttg

Mon.-Fri:

Centennial Concert Series
... By Marshall's Bust They Play

John C. Coffee, Jr., the SixtyThird Vi iting cholar of the Cleveland-Mar hall Fund delivered a
Lecture at the Moot Court Room
on Feb.27 to an audience of businessmen , corporate lawyers, faculty and students. Prof. Coffee is
the Adolf A. Berle Professor of
Law at Columbia Univer ity and is
a nationally acclaimed legal cholar.
Coffee declared th at a cla action u1t which u ed to be a
plaintiff' weapo n ha become a
defendant 's ammu nition in stead .
Th is happens when a company recognizes that it i cheaper to settle
with potentia l claimant who have
been expo ed to the company '
product but who ha e not manife ted injuri e. et. According to
Coffee the cla action ·uit i increasingly being u ed by plaintiff
attorney who compete among
th cmsel ve so that the defe ndant is
able to le isure ly choose th e c heapest settl e ment.
Coffee labelled these "portable"
ettlemen t a pathologic because
they expo. e the future plaintiff to
exploitation· di able the plaintiff

from u ing the ame attorne
again t the defendant in a latter uit;
encourage interjuri dictional
(competitive) forum hopping at
the ettlement tage ; and preclude
other actions again t the defendant
not certified for e ttl eme nt.
Constitutional i ·ue are involved
when du e process is violated becau e not all plaintiffs a re adequately repre ented: a state court
without ubject matter juri diction
can decide e en where it i difficult to certify cla action by tate
law. Ofte ntime , the ery ame lawyers that are invo lved in the class
ac tion s ui ts are a lso sued .
nd erneath the ex haustive background that the i · iting Profe ·· or
pro ided on cla - ac tion uit , the
Ji tener could hear the reproachful
attitude toward the " pathological'
practi ce of law. Earlier during the
day, the profe or intoduced himelf a " ubstitute teacher" in Prof.
Pat ri c ia McCo y's Corpora tion s
C las and proceeded to conduct th e
c lass o n inside r tradin g and discu sed how, and why the ma rket
(in essence, al I of u ) are hurt by it.
Attorney/Lawyer, the face of
Janu wa never more delineated .
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The "Real" Interviewing
Process at Cleveland-Marshall
By: Steve Blount
Staff Writer
When Cleveland's most re:spected law firm, "Dewey,
Cheetham, and Howe," visited
C level and-Marshall last Friday to
interview students, they ignited a
riot that left both the school's reputation and many of its students with
black eyes.
It all began early last Friday
when three partners entered the
building. Specimens of legal respectability (those who had almost,
but not quite, graded onto law review,. having a 3.599 GPA) came
out of the library and leaned over
the edge of the balcony to see what
was going on. While below, firstyear students peered over the tops
of their civil procedure and property books, and third-year students
peered over the tops of their stacks
of resumes .
Suddenl y, a group of students
sprang up from the couches and
began shoving their resumes into
the faces of the hiring partners. It
turns out that these were students
who had commendably graded
onto law review, but were not
granted an interview, due to the
highly prestigious nature of the
firm, and the fact they were not in
the top one-quarter of one percent
of their class. As the specimens of
legal respectabi Ii ty realized they
were being out-maneuvered, they
slid down the banisters, while some
jumped to the floor to get in on the
action .
At this point, the whole scene
became confused, as students
tugged at the hi rjng partners, sometimes one on each arm. Accordi ng
to Archibald Peabod y, D istinguished Professor of Torts at Western Case University, "Someone
came out and started hitting people
with a croquette mallet (it turned
out to be a large gavel from the
moot court room). Archibald had
come to C leve land Marshall that
day to visit one of the hi ring partners, Snidely Whipple Ash , who
had authored a chapter in his definitive treatise on personal injury
litigation, "Skid Marks. "
Snidely, a hort thin liti gator
with a pointed nose who dre sed
like a chimney sweep, had started
his legal career as a process server,
at the suggest ion of o ne of the
members of the firm, Porteous
Ogelthorpe, while he laced up hi s
shoes for him in a local shoe store.
After serving process for a few
years, Snide! y became disenchanted

and began to wonder how anyone
with a sane mind could continue in
this line of work for long "when jail
is always a possible alternative." So
he began taking ni ght c lasses at
C leveland-Marshall , and working
for the Dewey firm during the day,
where it was discovered that he had
an amazing talent for extracting
confessions from eye-witnesses to
accidents. (Even the firm of Dewey,
however, considered it going too
far when Snidley obtained a confession over an open grave of a man
who had been electrocuted by a defecti vel y designed toaster. They
quit complaining, however, when
a multi-million dol lar verdict was
returned in their favor, and consequently made him employee of the
year). After graduating at the top
of his class, Snidely continued filling the Dewey coffers, until he was
eventually disbarred after being involved in a wi retap scandal. Faced
with the dual prospects of returning to selling shoes or serving process, Snidely convinced the Dewey
chiefs that they could use his talent
for extracting information by allowing him to interview college students for positions with the firm
(his favorite question was, "What
is that horrifying I-credit C+ doing on your transcript?")
The second member of the firm ,
Porteous Ogolthorpe, was a large,
bald-headed, bespectacled man in
hi s late fifties, who had two stubby
legs that poked out from under a
pair of pants, which gave him a sort
of danci ng air when he entered a
court room .
The third party member to the
entourage, Newt Smallwind, was
a recent graduate of Cleveland
Marshall who was brought on the
interview so he could be placed
behind and to the side of the students to throw them off balance.
Although Porteous and Sn idely
looked like th ey had j ust bee n
j ostled toward the edge of an open
manhole, Newt cou ldn't have been
happier, since he had been clubbed
in the head by a gavel in a similar
event which occurred one year
prior, and he was now working for
the mos t respected .and di st in guished firm in Cleveland.
Finally, thi ngs began to ·settle
down m the bmldmg. A student on
his way out the door, picked up a
pile of resumes and hurled them
into the air, the papers fluttering to
the ground like autumn leaves, with
the resumes with the lower GPA's
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New Immigration Law Narrows
Doors to Courts
By: Evelyn L. Moya
Staff Editor
Asylum representation is
likely to be a greater challenge
than what the ProBAR volunteers
ex pe r ie nced last Jan u ary in
Harlingen, Texas. The new immigration statute signed by President
Clinton last September is schedul ed to take effect on April 1.
The striking feature of the
new law is the elimination of judicial review in cases of applicants
seeking asylum from persecution.
Asylum applicants arrive at the
U .S . border without proper documents.
Under the old law, an applicant denied asy lum can appeal
to the Board of Immigration Appeals. However, the new law requires that the applicant files an
appeal within seven days (most
likely pro se unless services a la
ProB ar are availabl e) and there
wou ld be no review by the Board
of Immigration Appeals or a nonexecuti ve branch judicial bench.
There would be more persons sent
back aero the borders to suffer
the fates from which they attempted to escape.
A judge who heard one
case we represented for ProBAR
lamented the harsh end of the Attorney Genera l's d iscretionary
power to waive deportation of a
legal immigrant who becomes deportable because of a criminal offense. The new law also terminates
the rights to review. The alien becomes deportable no matter how

U.S. News frompage 1

minor the committed crime was or
how extreme the hardship would
be for his spouse and offspring
( who may be US citizens
themselves)(a with holding of deportation was usuall y given after
showing proof of extreme hardship). Could the new law then
breed a new underc lass of singleparent famil ies?
A forewarning to you legal resident aliens out there who
have committed less serious offen ses for which the se ntence

Cutting a landmark
tree in Colorado is a
crime of moral turpitude; so is shoplifting in New York
coul d have been o ne year (although your sente nce was not). if
you committed any of those offen ses twice, you are deportable
because thou hast committed a
crime of moral turpitude (e.g. maliciously cutting a landmark tree
in Colorado). Watch out for state
laws which include stalking as a
crime of moral turpitude. In New
York, shopliftin g is such a crime.
T he c h all e nges facing
both aliens and their lawyers are
numerou s under the new law.
Wh at rem ai ns to be seen is how
adequately the law addresses the
concerns of tho se who campaigned for its legi slation .

provided a much more accurate
and comprehensive view of the
students that graduated 9 months
ago. Of all of the 1996 graduates
who were sent employment surveys from OC P, 96.4 % responded, and of those who responded 88 .5% have secured employment in the legal field. The average salary is $42,000. Therefore, this is a more definitive snapshot of the employment status of
recent C-M graduates .
One other notable aspect
of the U.S. ews survey is the
ranking by judges/lawyers. What
makes thi s a somewhat distorted
profile is that of t~e 2,000 surveys
sent out to judges and lawyers

throughout the country only 33 %
responded. As a resul t, except for
the nationally known law schools,
only the regional Jaw schools that
are in proximity to those who responded will receive a favorable
ranking.
When you take into account the less than proficient information gathering tech niques
used by U. S.News it suggests th at
the rankings are a rather grossly
inaccurate profile of the largest
Jaw school in Ohio that graduates
the largest percentage of practicing atto rneys in ortheast Ohio
with the largest number of sitting
judges on the bench . So what's in
a ranking anyway? ot much, I
guess .

on them chasing the stµdents back
to their studies. Then, the campus
police arrived. They escorted the
three members of the firm out the
back door, under heavily armed

guard , Newt smiling, and Porteous
blubbering and wavering his hands
over his head.
Another day in the law student's
quest for a job.
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Faculty News
compiled by Evelyn L. Moya
Staff Editor
Prof. David Barnhizer is scheduled to publi h the book THE WARRIOR LAWYER: Enhancing Your
Chances of Victory Through Risk and
Disciplined Strategy ( Transnational
Publishing Co./ Bridge Street Press)
inSept.1996.
Prof. Susan Becker published the
articles Being Out and Fitting In , 46
J. Legal Educ. 269 in June 1996 and
Child Sex ua l Abuse All egation s
Against a Gay or Lesbian Parent: Battling the Overt and Insiduous Bi as of
the Experts and the Courts, 74 Denver U.L.Rev. ( Fall 1996) .
Prof. Gordon Beggs spoke to the
Christian Legal Society at ClevelandMarshall on Sept. 25 on the legal profession ba sed on the Old
Testament book of Ecclesiastes. His
presentati on used excerpts from the
writing of Moses to consider some
challenges in judging at the Judicial
Conference of the Cuyahoga County
Court of Common Pleas, General Division, held Oct.10-11 . He contributed
a chapter on Novel Expert Evidence
to the 12th Annual Section 1983 Civil
Rights Litigation Handbook published
by Practicing Law Institute. He presented a paper entitled "The Faith
Contribution to American Legal Ethics" at th e symposium given by the
Rothermel Foundation in New Bern,
North Carolina. Prof. Beggs is on the
steering committee to establish a
church-based legal aid program in
Cleveland.
Prof. Jason C. Blackford recently
published a two-volume work, "Business Organizations." The work is a
practical ex planation of the vari ous
fo rms in whi ch businesses can operate. The limited liability company and
th e registered liability partnership
present important alternatives to entrepreneurs. The book was published
by Baf!kS Baldwin Law Publishing
Co., a subsidiary of West Publishing .
Prof. Thomas D. Buckley wrote
The Untapped Power of Bankruptcy's
Wi ld Card : The United States Trustee
in the Journ al of Bankruptcy Law an d
Practice Mar./ Apr. 1997 Vol.6, o. 3.
Prof. Dena Davis wrote the fo llowing: Tell Me a Story: Using Short Ficti on in Teaching Law and Bioethics,
J. Legal Ed . and It's My Canvas, II
Biolaw (July-Aug . 1996) . She presented a paper entitled "Ration al Suicide and Predi cti ve Geneti c Testing"
at the Works In-Progress Group at the
Ce nter fo r Bi omedi cal E thi cs at
CWRU School of Medici ne on Feb.
4. On Feb. 14, she presented "The
Child's Right to an Open Future: Yoder
and Beyond" at a Symposium on the
25th Anniversary of Yoder v. Wi sconsin, at Capital University Law School.
For 1996, Garland Publishing
has two of Prof. Joel Finer's works:
Confessions and Public Morality; Torture and Phil osophical Ethics in THE
PHILOS OPHY OF LAW : A ENCYCLOPEDIA.

Prof. David Forte deli vered a
CLE presentation on the 1995-1996
Term of the Supreme Court at the
National Lawyers Association, Chicago, Sept. 28, 1996. He also delivered the CLE presentation on Religion and the Supreme Court at the
Geauga County Bar Association,
Chardon, Ohio, Oct. 16, 1996. ·
Prof. Deborah Geier was a Visiting Professor of Law at the University of Michigan Law School. On
Oct.9, 1996, she participated in the annual Cleveland Tax Institute discussing "Redlark v. Commissioner and
Highlights of Recent Tax Legislation."
Her two articles have been excerpted
in a new book entitled "Federal Income
Tax Anthology (P.Caron, K. Burke, &
G. McCough eds. 1997). They are "Interpreting Tax Legislati on: The Role
of Purpose," 2 Fl a. Tax Re v. 492
(1 995) and "Tufts and the Evolution
of Debt-Discharge Theory ", l Fla Tax
Rev. 115 (1992).
Prof. Louis B. Geneva delivered
three separate presentations for the
Cleveland Bar Association. These presentations in 1996 were: Oct.9- Cleveland Tax Institute, "Selective Estate
Planning Techniques In vo lving Real
Estate;" Oct. 25, Estate Planning Institute on "Selected Practical Considerati ons Under the Final Generati on
Skipping Regulations." In addition, he
was on a three-person panel on Nov.
15 at the Cleveland Bar Association
Real Estate Institute on "Estate Planning and Tax Strategies for Real Estate Ownership and Disposition ." He
led the discussion on "Tax Traps Inherent in Funding Revocable Trusts"
and "Using the Installment Sale as an
Estate Planning Technique. " He also
has been re-elected to a second threeyear term as a trustee of the Community Fund Management Foundation, an
Ohio non-profit organization which
has as its primary emphasis helping
families with disabled members to pro"
vide for the supplemental needs of the
disabled.
On ov. 13, a reception was held to
celebrate the publ icati on of REVITALIZING URBAN NEIGHBORHOODS , a book by Dennis Keating
and his co-authors.
Prof. Patricia McCoy, recently
given tenure as associate professor,
is Editor for the 1996 Relea se ,
BANKS AND THRIFTS : Government Enforcement and Receivership
(Matthew Bender) (forthcoming). She
is also a Contributor, American Nation al Biography (Oxford Uni versity
Press 1998) (forthcoming). The fol lowing have also been authored by
Prof. McCoy: Levers·of Law Reform :
Public Goods and Russian Banking,
Cornell International Law Journal
May 1997; Business Judgment Rule
in Banking: Implicati ons for Corporate Law, Case Western Reserve Law
Review, Dec 1996.
continued on page 11

O'Neillfr~m page. 1
So just tio~·
•. did Cleveland.
Professor O'Neill became the Ohio Marshall become fortunate.enough
Legal Director of the American to land such a great professor?
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU ), Well , in August of 1993,-thanks in
where he was responsible for su- part to Dean Steinglass, Professor
pervision all ACLU litigation in the O ' Neill came on board as an adstate of Ohio . He also lectured on junct professor, teaching a Consticonstitutional issues, conducted tutional Law course . Even then,
CLE seminars and explained law in a July 1994 student poll, he was
and ACLU policy to the news me- among three professors cited most
dia.
often as being the school's best proI asked Professor O'Neill fessors. From the fall of 1995
about his most memorable cases, through the spring of 1996, he was
one of which was what he calls his a Visiting Assistant Professor of
" Homeless Dumping Case". By Law. Finally in the fall of 1996,
means of settlement in February of Professor O'Neill was offered the
this year, Professor O'Neill was position of Assistant Professor of
able t6 stop the City of Cleveland Law. His areas of teaching include
from carrying on a process of trans- Evidence, Contracts, Constituporting the homeless against their tional Law, externship seminars
will, out of the downtown area and and, beginning in the spring of
"dumping" them on the outskirts 1998, he will finally have the opof town. Professor O'Ne ill had a portunity to teach the subject he
lot invested in this case because he truly loves , Firs t Amendment
had to do an extensive amount of Rights.
legwork, interviewing the homeless
One of the inno vations th at
about their experiences with Cleve- Professor O'Neill brings with him
land police.
to CM is his now famous "expert
Professor O'Neill is also panel" approach to teaching. This
involved in a First Amendment case method derived from his own exwhich is still pending, a case which periences as a student which inis the result of the City's beginning cludes a deep dissatisfaction with
to enforce a peddler 's licensing fee the way he was ta ug ht at " th e
of $50 a head against any vendor school down the street". He found
who takes to the sidewalks to sell himself spending more time in class
newspapers. Both the Nation of worrying about being publically
Islam, which distributes The Final humiliated and less time concenCall, and the homeless which dis- trating on the substance of the
tribute The Homeless Grapevine, course. Professor O'Neill feels that
have fallen victim to these fees it is better to give students adwhich O'Neill sees as being a way vanced notice about when they will
of discouraging th~ distribution of be called upon and what they will
these papers. At the District level , be responsible for. An expert panel
Professor O ' Neill was able to ob- on any given day consists of from
tain a permanent injunction barring 3-5 students. He has found that the
the enforcement of this licensing level of preparation for panel memscheme, but the 6th Circuit reT bers is very high, which the other
versed this ruling. O'Neill has pe- students, relieved of the stress of
titioned for a rehearing, which is being called upon, can relax and
still pending . If this motion fails, pay attention. This also explains
he plans to file a cert petition to why you will never see Professor
the U .S . Supreme Court.
O ' Neill humiliating or degrading a
The case that Professor student. His feeling is that it is not
O ' Neill is most proud of is his suc- necessary. The level of admiration
cessful representation of Holocaust and more important, respect, that
survivors in a First Amendment his students have for him, coupled
challenge to an injunction barring with the fact that they do learn from
the simultaneous presence on ac- him, proves he is right.
cused Nazi war criminal John
Wanting to know more
Demjanjuk 's street, of protesters about what makes Professor
with opposing views on his return. O ' Neill such a great professor and
O ' Neill 's clients sought the oppor- all around nice guy, I decided to
tunity to share the forum with the get a little perso nal. Most people
Klu Klux Kl an as a living contra- are aware of the fact that hi s " betdiction to the message of Holocaust ter half ' is Sonya Winner, Director
revisioni sm that the Klan was es- of Career Planning and Placement.
pousing. Professor O'Neill set I asked him if there are any advanforth the successful argument that tages to being married to an attorcounter-demonstration is a unique ney, and he explained that there is
form of expression th.a t deserved a high level of support and underthe same degree of First Amend- standing of the pressures that bement protection as the right to pro- fall a lawyer and of the hours that
test generally.
See O'Neill page 11
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Karin Mika~ Assistant Director
& Lecturer, Legal Writing, wrote the
following: Case Law Supplement,
LEARNING FROM THE PENSION
EXPERTS: DIVIDING PENSIONS
IN DIVORCE by Gary A. Shulman
& David I. Kelley (John Wiley & Sons
1996); Commercial Exploitation or
Protected Use? Stern v. Delphi
Internet Services Corp ., 3 Tuoro
L.Rev . 207 (1997) (with Aaron
Reber) .
Prof.Kevin O'Neill, together with
co-counsel Raymond Vasvari achiev'ed
a victory in the Ohio Supreme Court
on Aug . 14, 1996 in the Seven Hills
case on a First Amendment challenge
to an injunction entered shortly after
the return of accused Nazi war criminal John Demjanjuk to the United
States. The injunction barred the simultaneous presence of protesters on
Mr. Demjanjuk's street with opposing
viewpoints regarding his readmission
to this country. Vasvari and O'.Neill
represented a New York rabbi and a
group of Holocaust survivors who
were prevented by the injunction from
counter-demonstrating against Ku
Klux Klansmen who were promoting
a message of Holocaust revisionism.
The Supreme Court agreed that the injunction violated the First Amendment.
O'Neill also argued before the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
in a First Amendment challenge to the
city of Cleveland's enforcement ef apeddlers license fee that is designed to
discourage the distribution of two
newspapers--The Homeless Grapevine
and a Nation oflslam publication, The
Final Call.
O'Neill also delivered a lecture at
the Cleveland law offices of Squire,
Saunders & Dempsey on "Trends Last
Term in the Supreme Court's Treatment of Civil Liberties." He also delivered a lecture to CSU's student radio personnel on "First Amendment
Protection for On-the-Air Speech: An
Analysis of the Pacifica Case and a
Survey of Recent Trends in FCC Enforcement." O'Neill has appeared on
and been quoted by the media on topics such as the state constituional il)terpretationand pending decision in the .
school funding case, the proposed state
constitutional amendment authorizing
riverboat gambling and the First
Amendment implications of the
government's regulation ofcomputer
cryptography.
Beverly Pyle, Legal Writing Lecturer co-authored with John Pyle the
Forms volume of Baldwin's Ohio
Practice Criminal Law set due for publication this Fall. Ohio Lawyer accepted her "My Texas Journey : One
Lawyer's Journal of Volunteer Service
for Pro Bar: The South Texas Asy-lum
Representation Project." Excerpts of
the journal were published in The
Gavel last October but Prof. Pyle's
name was regretfully omitted.
Prof. Alan Ruben wrote State
Limited Liabiljty Company Laws;
State Limited Partnership Laws,
OHIO REP. (Aspel) Law & Business)(l 996 Revisi2n). He also has been

appointed co-editor of the standard
labor arbitration treatise "How Arbitration Works" at the February meeting of the Section of Labor and Employment Law of the ABA.
Prof.David Snyder participated in
the drafting sessions of the committee
revising the Uniform Commercial
Code Article 2A--Leases.
Barbara Tyler~ Legal Writing Instructor, has an article accepted for
publication- Blinded by the Hype :
Shifting the Burden When Manufacturers Engage in Direct to Consumer
Advertising of Prescription Drugs, 21
·Vermont L.Rev ( 1997).
Prof. Alan Weinstein is editor and
primary author of LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT (Chicago: ABA Press)( forthcoming 1997). His other works include: Revisiting the National Flood
Insurance Program, 48 Land Use L.
& Zoning Dig.No. I0 ( 1996); Planning
and Zoning for an Aging Population,
forthcoming
19 Zoning &
Plan.L.Rep.No.11(I996); Chapter30,
Powers of Planning Commissions and
Planning Boards, in Rathkopf, THE
LAW OF ZONING AND PLANNING (New York: Clark, Boardman,
Callaghan forthcoming 1996); Chapter 18, Floodplain Regulation and
Chapter 33B,Tax Increment Financing, in Rohan, ZONING AND LAND
USE CONTROLS (New. York: Matthew-Bender-& Ee~ 1996):-He alsc-pre-sented "Zoning for an Aging Population," at the Ohio Planning Conference
Zoning Workshop, Independence,
Ohio Nov. 8, 1996. Weinstein was reelected to a second term on the Board
of Trustees of the Ohio Planning Conference.
Prof. Stephen J. Werber wrote
Death: Ancient Answers to Modern
Questions, 11 J.L.& HEALTH NO. I
(forthcoming 1996-97); Ohio Tort Re- .
form versus The Ohio Constitution, 69
Temple L.Rev.No.3 (forthcoming) .
Prof. James Wilson produced Commentary: Noam Chomsky and Judicial
Review ,4 Clev.St.L.Rev.(forthcoming
I 997) [with reply by Prof. Chomsky].
Associate Dean Frederic White, Jr.
has been nominated to the Board of
Trustees of the Law School Admission
Council.

CSU Sets Up
Mediation Results in
$300,000 Emergency
Semester
Loan Fund
Conversion At CSU
By: Evelyn L. Moya
Staff Editor

Cleveland State University
has announced that it has $300,000
to establish an emergency loan fund
which students may tap into in
cases of emergent need. However,
the university only made a suggestion that the Fund could be available for students by Spring 1997 .
Queries about how the Fund was
established could not be verified.
In October 1996, The
Gavel published an article by law
student Ed Palm about the David
Meck Fund, an emergency loan
fund for Cleveland-Marshall students. Palm, needing financial help
for living expenses, was shocked
when informed that the emergency
fund had been almost depleted,
mostly by delinquent debtors. Response to the article was mainly of
aghast and embarrassment that
loans were given to several students in the past to the detriment
of those iri present need of aid and
the apparent inability of the Financial Aid Office to hold the debtors
accountable.
-Cognizant of the legal ramifications of debt collection, the Administration is studying the ways and
means of resuscitating the Judge
David Meck Fund. Vicki Plata of
the BudgetPlanning Office and
Catherine Buzanski of Financial
Aid, have indicated that as of now,
law students .still may not have an
immediate source of emergency aid
although there are nascent efforts
to remedy this concern.
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litigation and teaching involve.
Having two attorneys in the house
gives rise to interesting conversations, since they can talk to each
other and actually understand what
each other is saying. Professor
O'Neill and his wife met when the
Make a Statement
firm he was working for was interWrite for The Gavel
viewing paralegals. Ms. Winner
Deadline: April 16, 1997 came in looking fora job, but needSubmissions must be on
less to say, she left with a lot more!
So what does the future
WordPerfect 5.0
hold for the Professor of the Year?
If it is left up to him, he'll be at
Cleveland-Marshali for a very long
Congratulations to time. He expresses a great loyalty
and admiration for this school, its
Staff Writer
faculty and the student body. In
Barry Saxon 9n
keeping with his modesty, he is
amazed at the recent show of adohis election to the
ration by the students who voted
CSU Board of
him "Professor of the Year". He
Trustees.
finds
it remarkable that with' pro1
1 fessors like Lazarus, Werber and
" " - - - - - - - - - - - -~.----' ' Becker on staff to name a few, :he

By: Evelyn L. Moya
Staff Editor

Cleveland-Marshall College of
Law is no longer unique in being
the College ·run on a semester system. Quarter-scheduling gave way
to semester conversion as a result
of "·interest-based bargaining" between faculty and administration on
Feb. 10. The agreement was
reached without .the presence of a
legaf counsel. Facilitated by W.
Kenneth Evans, a mediator with the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service, the semester conversion
takes effect in the Fall of 1998.
Barry Saxon, staff writer for The
Gavel and student member of the
University's Board of Trustees was
quoted in the Plain Dealer as lauding the conversion because it serves
the interests of the students better.
However, Law students have
started questioning whether the
new university-wide semester conversion would likely result in
heavier congestion at the Bookstore, the parking areas and the libraries. One- of the disadvantages
of the quarter terms is the
inaccesibility of the Main Library
on the weekends when the Law
School is still in session and the rest
of the campus is on its quarter
break sessions.
With the semester conversion,
hopefully, the University can coordinate the services that all students
have come to rely upon.
would be chosen and finds it to be,
in his words, "deeply flattering and
humbling". When his pending
cases for the ACLU are concluded,
he will begin to put more of a focus on scholarly endeavors. He
plans to finish a few chapters in a
book that he is collaborating on
with Professor Weinstein. He also
plans to finish a law review article
by the end of the summer. He
won't take on any new cases for a
few years with the exception of
appellate cases for the ACLU
which take far less time than full
trials.
Finally, I asked the "Professor of the Year" if he had any advice for students and he drew from
a lesson he learneq from his hero,
his father Mark Patrick O'Neill.
His advice: "While your career
choice requires that you throw
yourself into the practice of law, it
is very important not to let the law
consume your life and make you a
one-dimensional person."
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MULTIPLE CHOICE EXAM

For more information or to register,
please call: (216)696-1326 in Cleveland
(800)937-2778 in Ohio.
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